REGULATION RUN IN 2
HOW TO PARTICIPATE

“Run in 2”, race on the distance of 21.097 km run in couples (relay race).
Each participant of the couple of participants must run half of the distance. Each runner must hand off the baton to
the next runner within a specific “exchange area”.
UNABLE TO PARTICIPATE AND REIMBURSEMENT
If you are unable to participate, the registration fee will not be refunded under any circumstances.
The athlete unable to participate in the Half Marathon has two options:
1) Transfer the registration to another person. It is possible to transfer the registration to another person by making a
request by April 4th, 2019. The new registered person has to provide all personal information related to his/her own
membership or medical certificate.
2) Transfer the registration to the Half Marathon Firenze 2020. It is possible to transfer the registration to the next Half Marathon
by making a request by April 4th, 2019 giving up the option of postponing for another year or of transferring the registration to
another person.
In case of major reasons, not dependent from UISP Comitato di Firenze, the registration fee will be considered valid for the next
edition of the race at no additional cost, and any other expenses will not be reimbursed.
MAXIMUM TIME
The maximum time for finishing the race is 2 hours and 30 minutes. After this time the organization will no longer be able to
guarantee the complete closure of the roads.
TIME REGISTRATION
The first participant will wear a bib number with an A next to the number and will be equipped with a chip for measuring the time
that has to be worn on the ankle or the wrist. In the “exchange area” he/she will have to hand it off to the second participant, who
will wear the bib number with the same number with letter B, who has to wear the chip until the end of the race.
RESPONSIBILITY OF THE ATHLETE
The member is responsible for the ownership and protection of the personal bib number, acquiring the right to access all the
services mentioned in this regulation and in the next communication. The athletes can’t modify or hack the race bib, canceling or
hiding words and/or symbols (risking the penalty of disqualification).
Those, who participate without regular registration and bib, will be responsible for any damages created to things or people
included themselves and will be incur into sports sanctions under the jurisdiction of the federal bodies and may be subject to
criminal penalties for the crime of "theft" (Article 624. c.p.).
a) Anyone who, without regular registration, would join without bib number, will be responsible for any damages created to things
or people included themselves and will be liable to sports penalties for the crime of theft "(article 624. cp).
b) Anyone who, without regular registration, would join with a counterfeit pectoral or in any case not in compliance with the
assignment, together with being responsible as indicated above, will incur in sporting sanctions and, moreover, will be subject to
criminal penalties for the crime of "theft" "(Article 624. c.p.), or alternatively, for the crime of fraud (Article 640 c.p.).
In the cases of a) and b) the participants may be subject to the expenses for the crime of "inobservance of measures of the
authorities" (article 650 c.p.). The specific cases will be checked exclusively after verification of photo and/or video documents.
c) The use of portable audio devices (iPods, MP3 players, walkman, CD players, radios, mobile phones, etc.) is forbidden for the
safety and the security of the other participants. It is necessary to be aware of your surroundings in any moment and be able to
listen to warnings/ guidelines from the police officers and race officials; or to the sound of arriving vehicles or even to warnings
from other participants in the race.
COMPLAINTS
According to the UISP Technical Regulation law, any complaint has to be submitted within 30 minutes from the exposure of the
ranking of the concerning category. First instance: verbal to the judge at the arrival. Second instance: written to the Jury with the
receipt of the payment of the complaint fee of € 100,00 (This amount will be refunded only if the appeal is accepted). The group of
the race judges can check the membership and identity of the athlete according to the the Uisp Regulation.
PRIVACY
In compliance with the Italian legislative decree 196/2003 and the EU Regulation n. 2016/679 implemented by the legislative
decree 101/2018, we hereby inform you that your personal data collected will be used for the following purposes: create the list of
participants, the ranking, the historical archive of the race and the services mentioned on the flyer and in the following
communications. The participants declares to have read the privacy law following the art. 13 of the EU Regulation n. 2016/679
published on the www.halfmarathonfirenze.it or shown at the registration desks. Filling out and signing the form the participant
allows the organizers to use the data and the images, both still and in motion, taken during the race.
IMAGE RIGHTS
Filling out the registration form in the XXXVI edition of the Half Marathon Firenze, each participant authorizes the organization to
use photos and videos taken with him/her image. The authorization is limited for a period of 10 years, without territorial borders,
and is meant to be used in paper and online communication and videos, including for example, promotional and/or advertising
materials and publications created with different tools. The organization could also give the rights of use specified herein to third
parties, its own institutional and commercial partners.
OTHERS
The race will take place on an entirely paved path, closed to traffic and flat. All participants in the race are required to respect the
rules of the road. It is also strictly forbidden to be accompanied by bicycles or other unauthorized people, risking the penalty of
disqualification.

